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SUBMITTER EVIDENCE 

CHRISTCHURCH REPLACEMENT DISTRICT PLAN 

HEARINGS ON Stage 2, Chapter 6 General Rules 

EVIDENCE OF Vanessa Joy Payne  

SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF Vanessa Joy Payne, Submission 2191 

DATE 11 February 2016 

1.0  Introduction:  

1.1 My full name is Vanessa Joy Payne 

1.2  I am a resident in the proposed 55dB Engine Testing Noise Contour Zone  

1.3  My family has lived at 73B Trafford Street since March 2006     

1.4 Our property is not currently in any noise contour zoning  

2.0 Scope of evidence:  

2.1 My evidence is that I am opposed to the proposed Engine Noise Contour Lines 

2.2 The remedy Sought is: 

2.3 That the current land planning control proposal of new engine testing contours be 

 totally rejected as inappropriate. This approach simply allows the industrial  

 pollution and places the burden on adjacent land owners. 

 

2.4 That an absolute outer maximum noise level be set, I defer to expert JP CLARKES 

 evidence on how best to do this, but the remedy seeks a maximum level on the 

 noise CIAL can project onto me, the receiver, of that industrial noise. 

 

2.5 That rules be put in place to enforce such that limit once set. Auckland Councils 

 Unitary rules for Auckland International Airport are seen as Best practice by ICAO.  

 These same rules should be adopted as out lined in Submitter Mike Marra, 2054, 

 evidence. It is only when rules are put in place that mitigation on CIAL land will 
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 actually take place. CIAL noise experts from Marshall Day indicate that AIA and  CIA 

 are similar hence the applicability to CIA of the Auckland Councils requirements 

 that drive the mitigation behaviours.  

 

2.6 Best practice is at source noise mitigation which the contour proposals simply  

 ignores  The reasons why Council support them and the inappropriateness of that 

 support are outlined in Submitter Dave LAWRYs submission, 2514, which I support. 

 

2.7 The proposed revised ‘constrained’ contours back to within the Operational  

 contours is of benefit to my particular situation however I believe there should be  an 

outer point used instead of a contour.  From 55-50Db there is no discernible   difference in 

annoyance but the restrictions under these contours are very  ‘annoying’.  

3.0 Evidence I would like to adopt is that of:  

 I have read, and rely on the evidence of JP Clarke in relation to Acoustics 

 I have read, and rely on the evidence of Dr Stephen Chiles  in relation to Acoustics 

 I have read and adopt the evidence of Mike Marra - Submitter # 

 I have read and adopt the evidence of Bruce Campbell -  Submitter # 2489 

 I have read and adopt the evidence of Dave Lawry  - Submitter # 

 I have read and adopt the evidence of John Sugrue - Submitter # 

 I have read and adopt the evidence of Gerrit Venema  - Submitter # 

 

4.0  My evidence will discuss the following: 

4.1 Engine Testing noise disrupts sleep (it is noted that in the General Rules wording is  to 

be changed from sleep to amenity values which in my option is not an    acceptable 

change: 
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4.2 The above paragraph reads, from a layman's view, like a ‘slap in the face’, manage  and 

amenity values are vital changes that greatly affect our ability to guarantee  the best sleep 

environment, the original wording of Lower and Sleep are far more  acceptable.  

4.3 Engine Testing noise disrupts day time activities (Hercules testing   

 September 2015) 

4.4  Engine testing Noise is industrial Noise and should be treated as such. 

4.5 Complaints process is very off putting/non-existant from the CCC & data therefore 

 cannot be used and who enforces any breaches 

 

4.6 The addition of an Engine Testing Noise Contour Line will have an adverse 

 impact on the value of properties affected 

4.7 No Special Consultation was undertaken, and property specific notification letter 

 sent to those affected by the proposed addition of a 55dB noise contour was not 

 clear enough  

4.8 Increased costs to building, noise mitigation/sound proofing should be   

 covered by the noise polluter not residents through mitigation by an enclosure at 

 source. 

 Evidence:  

8.0 Engine Testing Noise Disrupts Sleep 

8.1 Currently Engine Testing (on wing Engine Testing) at Christchurch Airport is  

 managed by the Christchurch International Airport By-Laws: Section 52.Stationary 

 Engine Testing, 1989,  as shown below:  

 

52. Stationary Engine Testing  

 No person shall start up or run an aircraft engine in a hangar  

Subject to subclause (3) of this by-law, no person shall start up or run an aircraft 

engine for the purposes of stationary testing in an open space at the airport 

unless-  
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 a) The total duration of engine testing in respect of any aircraft does not 

exceed 5  minutes, or  

 b) The engine testing is carried out in a special facility approved in writing by 

the   airport manager, or  

 c) The engine testing is carried out at the threshold of Runway 11 or, when 

Runway  11 is in use, in the holding bay on the main taxiway and under the 

direction of Air   Traffic Control, or  

 d) The testing is carried out at such other place and in such other manner as 

shall be  approved by the airport manager before the test commences.  

3) Nothing in subclause (2) of this by-law authorises the testing of an aircraft engine 

testing between 2300 hours and 0600 hours unless –  

 a) The testing is necessary to provide an urgent scheduled flight, or  

 b) the person responsible for the testing delivers to the airport manager within 

24 hours after the testing a report which sets out-  

   . i)  The date, time and duration of the test; and  

. ii)  The reason for the test  

. iii)  The date and time for the scheduled flight for which the test was 

  necessary  

8.2 This by-law should ensure the needs of residents regarding noise is met.  It sets  limits on 

when night testing can take place, limits on noise duration for example.   However it is 

common knowledge that this by-law has not been adhered to, or if  for example CIAL say they 

have worked within the by law, there has therefore been  an almost nightly ‘urgency’ that 

required the by-law to be bypassed.  

8.3 The addition of the Engine Testing Noise Contours is designed to negate the need  for 

the above by-law and control the noise produced through Engine Testing to that  which is 

satisfactory for CIAL, CCC and residents.  I submit however that from a  residents opinion these 

proposed noise contours do not improve on the above by- law.  These proposed noise 

contours allow too much noise to be produced without  any limit on time, or duration.  They also 

impose a number of restrictions to land  owners with increased costs.  
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8.4                  I am under the understanding that the the control of noise will be as    

                                      follows,  from Chapter 6.1.4.2.7 C, Aircraft noise from operations at    

                              Christchurch International Airport: 

 Engine testing noise monitoring  CIAL shall annually provide the Council’s  Unit 

Manager Inspections and Enforcement with the results of calculations  based on measured 

engine testing noise, including representative aircraft  and test types, and actual logs of 

engine tests during the preceding year.  The results shall be in the form of a 65 dB 

Ldn contour based on a rolling  7day period, and shall be compared to the 65 dB Ldn engine 

testing noise  contour line shown in the Planning Maps.6.1.4.2.7 “the results shall be in 

 the form of a 65dB Ldn contour based on a 7 day rolling period" 

8.5 As a resident it is not acceptable to have such a convoluted way to measure noise.   If 

I'm woken up and its very noisy, its plainly evident.  I don't want to wait for some  lengthy 

testing of noise to be undertaken.  There are so many problems I have, as  a layperson, in 

understanding this system.  If the noise over 7 days exceeds the   agreed upon decibel limit 

then they have breached these limits?? 

8.6 Dr Chiles in his Evidence, point 5.3 & 5.4 notes as follows: 

   5.3  The worst case weeks can be dominated by one engine testing event 

 lasting 30 minutes for example; but in the seven-day Ldn the sound from 

 that event is averaged over 10,080 minutes. In this example, the sound  

 level would be reduced by approximately 15 dB due to the averaging if the  

 testing occurred at night, and would be reduced by 25 dB if the testing  

 occurred during the day.  

   5.4  I consider it would be more appropriate for engine testing noise to be 

 assessed and controlled using the same parameters used for all other  

 industrial sites as specified in NZS 6802:2008 and adopted in the pRDP;  

 being LAeq(15 min) and LAFmax. The LAeq(15 min) would better represent 

 the adverse noise effects experienced by residents during testing.  

8.7 I concur completely with the above, Dr Chiles states what am trying to myself in 

  expert language.  

 

8.8 Dr Chiles goes on to say in paragraph 5.6: 
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   Prior to my involvement, the pRDP controls for engine testing were drafted  in 

terms of the Ldn and without taking account of cumulative effects. 

   While I have set out my concerns with this approach above, there are no  submissions 

seeking to change from the seven-day Ldn parameter.  

 

8.9 While touching on a good point initially the latter part I need to disagree with as 

this was a point raised by me in my initial submission and this topic was also raised, 

at length, in Mediation, as the minutes of this show.  

9.0 I have been sent via CIAL from Marshall Day the following tables showing: 

 

Table 1 Typical Weekly Engine Testing Noise levels at 73B Trafford St.  

9.1 Firstly I question the validity of this data as we have never had any actual testing 

 done from our property, nor has any neighbour I questioned.   This data is therefore 

 totally reliant on computer generated parameters, that may or may not have any 

 thing to do with reality. 
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9.2 This is also showing a week “where noise levels experienced would be similar to  those 

experienced during the constrained engine testing scenario” so again, made  up data, for a made 

up scenario, not the actual testing noise of a week that has  existed, as I requested.  

9.3 This table does however confirm the huge extent of the engine testing nuisance  with 439 

hours of engine testing noise generated in one week, noting all tests are  completed during 

the night.   Assuming this data was gathered from real scenarios,  it is noted that testing 

durations range from 15mins to 90 minutes.  I can attest  that these are realistic times, and I 

can confirm that 90 minutes of constant engine  noise droning on and on and a real issue.     

9.4 This table also notes that out of the 14 tests that week, 7 of them are over 50dB, 2  are 

at 50dB and the others 0dB [how is that possible an engine is being tested   producing 

0dB that earlier that day produced 53dB] 

9.5 This table shows that my property at 73B Trafford street is consistently currently 

 experiencing over 50dB of noise when we are currently in NO contour at all.   

9.6 What has been done, when we have called to complain about this excessive noise?  

 NOTHING… I will expand upon this later in my evidence under Complaints.   

9.7 I submit that 55dB [relating to my personal situation] is NOT an acceptable level of 

 noise, day or night.  

10.0 The importance of Sleep: 

10.1 According to the US Department of Health and Human Services, National Heart,  Lung and 

Blood Institute: 

 Getting enough quality sleep at the right times helps you function well  

 throughout the day. People who are sleep deficient are less productive at 

 work and school. They take longer to finish tasks, have a slower reaction 

 time, and make more mistakes. 

 After several nights of losing sleep—even a loss of just 1–2 hours per night—

 your ability to function suffers as if you haven't slept at all for a day or  two. 

  http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/health-topics/topics/sdd/howmuch - 

      US Department of Health and Human Services  

http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/health-topics/topics/sdd/howmuch
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10.2 It is common knowledge that noise seems louder at night.  I can verify that at 2am  in 

the morning it seems very loud indeed.  Louder still when it is a warm night,   windows 

are open and a NW wind is blowing across the city.  There is nothing   acceptable about 

the drone of aircraft engines being tested for hours on end, night  after night, at any decibel 

level.  This noise should be mitigated at source by those  producing this pollution, as every other 

noise polluter is required to do.  

 

10.3 The bulk of all aircraft engine testing occurs after 10pm at night [see Table 1  

 above, Typical weekly Engine testing noise levels at 73B Trafford St].   The need for  this 

is to ensure aircraft are ready for service the next morning.  I would suggest  that airlines are 

running such a Lean business model to ensure top profits and I   believe this should not be at 

the expense of residents nearby who then have to   loose property value, have 

increased building costs, retrofit at GREAT expense   their houses for sound proofing,  

who also have broken sleep leading to a potential  loss of income with less focus and slower 

reactions times. Theses costs should be  footed by those producing this pollution in better business 

modelling and other   options such as noise mitigation through an enclosure. 

 

 

11  Engine Testing noise disrupts day time activities  

 

11.1 Engine testing noise is not only a night time issue. Day Engine Testing noise is also  not 

acceptable at excessive levels and for excessive durations.   My son attends  Harewood School 

now within 800 m of the current engine testing run-up pad   located outside the Air NZ 

hanger on Orchard Road.  My Daughter attends   Playcentre also in this area, as well ballet 

lesson, also in this area.   The noise that  can be  produced through engine testing is a real nuisance 

and hinderance to   learning and  concentration.  Although this day time testing is less 

frequent in   getting to annoying levels it does occur.  An example of this recently was on 

  Wednesday 2nd September 2015, when testing occurred from 2.15pm until 4.15pm 

 approx.  This  was the testing of a Hercules C 130, 4 prop engines, droning on and  on 

and on and on…. for hours on end.   From my house in Trafford Street I had to  close the doors as 

the noise, after only a short while was such that I could not think  and found myself getting 

agitated.  I drove to school to pick up my son up at 3pm  and could not believe how the children 

were learning, it was totally excessive.   Each afternoon we stay at school to play on the play ground, 

not this day, we had  to leave as soon as possible to get away from the noise.  I understand this is 

a  special event, and testing of this kind does not occur all the time, but it does  
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 occur.  This instance clearly broke every rule, by-law, noise contour etc, what  

 however happened regarding this breach? A fine? A telling off and please don't do 

 again? Nothing… ??  

 

11.2 Interestingly from the CIALs own website I found the following sentence: 

 

• Environmental noise above Ldn 40dBA is likely to lead to significant annoyance. 

•  Noise levels between Ldn 65 – 70dBA may affect school performance.

 http://www.christchurchairport.co.nz/media/56618/Fact%20Sheet%20-

%20Noise%20Contours%2010_09_09.pdf  

 

12.0  Engine testing Noise is industrial Noise and should be treated as such.  

 

12.1 Interestingly again from the CIALs own website I found the following sentence: 

 

“The Christchurch City Council Plan sets limits for industry noise emissions next to any 

residential zone at Ldn 50dBA, and airports are considered industrial zone”. 

http://www.christchurchairport.co.nz/media/56618/Fact%20Sheet%20-

%20Noise%20Contours%2010_09_09.pdf  

 

 

13.0 Compliance of rules - noise contours or by-law 

13.1 I submit that the Christchurch International Airport By-Laws: Section 52.Stationary 

 Engine Testing was not adhered to anyway so what plans are in place to ensure that 

 rules, be they the by-law or the noise contours are adhered to, what penalties are  in 

place for breaches?   

14.0 Complaints  

14.1 Current complaints are not handled by the CCC but by CIAL and in my experience  as a 

resident they are not handled at all.  The CCC tells you to call CIAL, [which I  note at 2am in the 

morning, when you are already frustrated, is NOT the answer  you want to hear].    When you 

finally work out who to call at CIAL you get no   response.  You give up… Therefore I submit 

that data collected on complaints is  flawed and cannot be used for evidential purposes. 

http://www.christchurchairport.co.nz/media/56618/Fact%20Sheet%20-%20Noise%20Contours%2010_09_09.pdf
http://www.christchurchairport.co.nz/media/56618/Fact%20Sheet%20-%20Noise%20Contours%2010_09_09.pdf
http://www.christchurchairport.co.nz/media/56618/Fact%20Sheet%20-%20Noise%20Contours%2010_09_09.pdf
http://www.christchurchairport.co.nz/media/56618/Fact%20Sheet%20-%20Noise%20Contours%2010_09_09.pdf
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14.2 I have read and rely on the evidence of John Sugrue, submitter # who includes  

 evidence relating to complaints and the lack of collection of these, dating back to  a 

meeting from 2009 when this was also discussed.  

15.0 No special consultation  

15.1 There was no Special Consultation undertaken nor indeed any real notification  

 given to affected properties of this proposed noise contour other than a generic  letter 

saying that this process was underway that might affect your property.  I   clearly 

looked into this to see what it meant for my property; 99% of people I have  spoken to say they 

either never got the letter, or looked at this letter, deemed it  was not relevant to them and 

totally disregarded it.  People I speak to who are   affected by these proposals (at 

Harewood School, Harewood Playcentre, Cotswold  Kindergarten, general neighbours in the 

area) purport to know nothing about   these proposed contours or what they mean for 

them.  In fact my neighbours asked  to be added to my submission at the last minute after I 

discussed this with them  and they were all taken aback, said they knew nothing about this 

and asked what  they could do. Yes, a letter was sent out noting ‘your property may be 

affected by  changes proposed’ however this was clearly too generic and not engaging enough 

 that people were encourage to take it that next step and try to find out exactly  what this 

meant for their particular property.  Which I can say with confidence was  not an easy task; 

and still is not an easy task! 

 

 

16.0 The addition of an Engine Testing Noise Contour Line will have an  

 adverse impact on the value of properties affected 

16.1 Currently our property at 73B Trafford St is within no limits, the 50dB Operational 

 Noise Contour and as such have no marking regarding noise on our LIM.  This  

 proposed Engine Testing noise contour will run through our property 55dB one side, 

 50dB the other.  This is a large detraction for possible purchasers, guaranteed to 

 limit any potential buyers pool and therefore limit if not decrease the potential  value  of 

our property.  

16.2 My aim for this evidence was to get a valuation of our house done, then get a  

 second valuation done, with a view to 55db/50dB going through the property.  We  are 

however a single income family with two young children, as with this entire  process, you need 
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money and we do not have a spare $1000 or so to commission  this work to be done.   I can expertly 

say however that with a noise contour  running through a property I would not buy it.   It 

seems only common sense that  the addition of such a noise contour to a property will only have an 

adverse affect  on its desirability and therefore value.  

17.0 Increased costs to building; noise mitigation/sound proofing should be  covered by 

the noise polluter not residents through mitigation by an   enclosure at source. 

17.1 Rules relating to noise insulation are in effect once your property falls within the 

 55dB limit.  I have called the planning division at the Christchurch City Council,  Consents 

Department, Building Inspectors and was told in all instances that   information I was 

seeking, such as what would costs be if these contours were in  existence, could not be given to me 

as this was part of the Proposed District Plan  changes.   Again, as above, I could then employ a 

builder/planner/engineer to   come  to my house to scope works on a new build and 

what the costs would be  now with no contours and what they would be with contours, but as 

already   noted spare funds are not something we have.   

17.2 I can only surmise that they addition of rules, such as the requirement for  

 acoustically sound buildings will increase building costs for any further builds we 

 wish to undertake.  

17.3 Our house was also single glazed.  we have recently fully double glazed our  

 property, in part to insulate our house in winter, however also in a large part to  keep out 

Engine Testing noise.  We have also installed 3 heat pumps in our small  111SqM house, again in 

part for heating/cooling, however also in a large part to  allow us to keep our windows closed on 

warm evenings, to keep Engine Testing   noise to a minimum, without overheating.   

17.4 These two items, double glazing and installing heat pumps, indeed running heat  pumps have 

been at considerable cost to us personally with the principal purpose  of mitigating the current 

level of noise pollution, yet two multi million dollar   earning businesses [CIAL and Air NZ] 

are seemingly avoiding at all costs spending  any money on mitigation in the form of an 

enclosure.  

  

Signed: Vanessa Payne 

Date:  11.2.16 


